
SPECTRUM OF A SPECTRAL OPERATOR1

KIRTI k. oberai

1. Preliminaries. Foguel [2 ] proved that if T is a spectral operator

on a Banach space then the spectrum of T coincides with its approxi-

mate spectrum. In this paper we show that this is not necessarily so

on a locally convex space and we obtain the conditions under which

the result is true.

Throughout this paper E will denote a separated, complex locally

convex space which we shall assume to be quasi-complete and bar-

reled. Let E' he the dual of E and let £(£) be the algebra of all con-

tinuous linear maps of E into itself. Let / be the identity map of E

onto itself. On £(£) we shall always consider the topology r of uni-

form convergence on the bounded subsets of E. Also, let Y he the

class of Borel subsets of the complex plane C and let C he one point

compactification of C.

On a locally convex space the spectrum of an operator TE£iE)

is defined in the sense of Waelbroeck [5] as follows:

XGC is said to belong to the resolvent set piT) of T if and only if

there is a neighborhood V\ of X in C such that there is a function

u—>Rp on V\DC to £(£) satisfying, for each piE V\DC, the conditions

(i) R>iuI-T) = i»I-T)R, = I;
(ii)   {i?„: nEViDC} is bounded in £(£).
The spectrum, spiT), of T is defined by sp(7") = C— piT). If

oo Gsp(r) then T is called a regular element of £(£).

The following is the classical definition of spectrum of T.

X£C is said to belong to the resolvent set pciT) of TE £(-E) if and

only if (KI— T)~x exists as an everywhere defined continuous operator

on E. The spectrum, sp'iT) of T is defined by

sp<(r) = C - p'(T).

The two definitions are equivalent on a Banach space. However,

Maeda [4] gave examples to show that the two definitions are not

necessarily equivalent even on a Frechet space. We shall call an

operator TE£iE) an operator of type [B] if the above definitions of

the spectrum of T are equivalent. The examples of operators of type
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[B] are completely bounded operators and compact operators [4].

We now give a few definitions. Most of these are based on [3].

A function {P(a):aEI'} of commuting projection valued operators

defined on T with values in £(E) is called a spectral measure on E if

(a) for each xEE, P(-)x is countably additive in E;

(b) P(C)=I;
(c) {P(a): cET} is an equicontinuous part of £(E).

(Under the assumption that E is barreled condition (c) may be de-

duced from (a).)

TE£(E) is called a spectral operator on E if there exists a (unique)

spectral measure P(-) on E such that

(a) TP(a)=P(a)T, for all a ET;

(b) sp(Ta)Ea, &EY where Ta is the restriction of T to P(a)E;

(c) for each xEE and x'EE', the complex measure (P(-)x, x') has

compact support in C.

SE£(E) is called a scalar operator on E if there exists a (unique)

spectral measure P(-) on E such that for each xEE and x'EE', X is

integrable with respect to (P(-)x, x') and

(Sx, x') =  f Xd(P(X)x, x').

NE£(E) is called quasi-nilpotent if for each xEE and x'EE',

limn^\(N»,x,x')\1l» = 0.

If the spectral measure P(-) corresponding to a spectral operator T

satisfies the condition PCo (refer to [3]) then T has a unique (canoni-

cal) decomposition T = S+N where 5 is a scalar operator having the

same spectral measure as T and N is a quasi-nilpotent operator com-

muting with 5. 5 is called the scalar part of T and N the radical of T.

In the sequel, whenever we consider a spectral operator T, S, N and

P(-), respectively, will denote the scalar part, the radical and the

spectral measure corresponding to T. Also T is said to be of finite type

if A7n = 0 for some positive integer n.

Lemma 1. A net (Ta) in £(E) converges to TE £(E) in the topology t

if and only if for each bounded set B in E and each equicontinuous set

A in E'

(Tax, x') -+ (Tx, x'),        xEB, x' E A

uniformly on B and A.

Proof. The topology on E is the topology of uniform convergence

on the equicontinuous subsets of E'. Hence (Tax, x')—*(Tx, x') uni-
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formly on B and A if and only if Tax—*Tx uniformly on B, which is

true if and only if Ta—*T in t.

Definition 1. A spectral measure P(-) on E is said to satisfy the

compactness condition if for each bounded set B in E and each equi-

continuous set A in E' there exists a compact set oiA, B) in C

such that

Supp(P(-)*, x') C o-iA, B)    for all x E B, x' E A.

If T is a spectral operator and P( •) satisfies the compactness condi-

tion, then we say that T satisfies the compactness condition. If the

spectrum of T is compact then T automatically satisfies the com-

pactness condition. It may be remarked that in this case P(-) also

satisfies the condition PCo.

Lemma 2. Let Pi-) be a spectral measure on E satisfying the com-

pactness condition. Then f\dP(X) exists as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral

in the topology t.

Proof. Let B, a bounded set in E, and A, an equicontinuous part

in E', he fixed. Let a he a compact set in C such that

Supp(P(-)#, x') C <r       for all x E B   and    x' E A.

Let (<r,)?_i and (8/)J*=i be any two subdivisions of <r into disjoint

Borel sets of diameters less than any given e>0. If aiEo~i and&■ G8y

then

sup      ( zZ aiPio-i)x, *') - ( 2 /3yP(SyK x1 >
xeB;x'eA     \    i / \    y /

= sup ( zZ (<** - fr)P(o-i D 83)x, x' )
xeB; x'EA    \ ij /

< 2eAK

where A = sup | (Pio)x, x') \, the supremum being taken over all

crGT, xEB and x'EA. K is finite since {P(tr):oGr} is an equi-

continuous part of £(£). The lemma now follows from the definition

of the integral and Lemma 1.

Corollary 1. If Sis a scalar operator which satisfies the compactness

condition, then

S =  f\dPi\).

The integral exists in the topology r.
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Theorem 1. Let T be a spectral operator on E satisfying the compact-

ness condition. Let P( {0}) = 0. Then (TE)~ = E.

The proof of this theorem may be obtained in a series of lemmas

including Lemma 2. Since the proof is very similar to [2, Corollary 2]

we omit the details for which the reader may refer to author's

dissertation.

Lemma 3. Let T be as in Theorem 1. Let a be a closed set in C and let

\Ev- Also, let (XI—T)x = 0 for some xEE. Then P(a)x = 0 and

P({X})x=x.

Proof. Since \Eo" = a, XEsp(PJ- Therefore, (XZ—r„)_1 exists as

an everywhere defined continuous operator on P(a)E so that

(XI - T)7\XI - T)P(a) = P(a).

Now

P(o-)x = (XI - T)Tp(a)(XI - T)x = 0.

Also

P({x})x+ lim P({z :\ z - x\   ^ l/n})x = P(C)x = x.

Therefore, P({X})x=x.

Corollary 2. If P({o}) = 0 then Tis injective.

Proof. Suppose 7x = 0. Let a be any closed set in C such that

0E0"- By taking X = 0 in the above lemma we have,

0 = P({0})x = x.

2. Classification of spectrum of T. In this section we shall always

assume that T is an operator of type [B] and that it is a locally con-

vex space in which the closed graph theorem holds in the sense that

any closed linear operator defined on all of E is continuous. Also, any

spectral operator on E will be assumed to satisfy the compactness

condition. The spectrum of any TE£(E) is classified as follows:

1. The point spectrum, spp(T), of T is the set of all XEC such that

(XI— T) is not injective on E so that (XI— P)_1 does not exist.

2. The continuous spectrum, spc(T), of T is the set of all XEC such

that (XI— T) is injective on E and the range, R(XI— T), of (XI— T) is

a proper dense subset of E.

3. The residual spectrum, spr(T), of T is the set of all XEC such

that (XI— T) is injective on E and R(XI— T) is not dense in E.
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Since T is an operator of type [B ], from the closed graph theorem

it follows that sp(P) =spp(r)Wspc(r)Wspr(r), and the sets on the

right-hand side are pairwise disjoint.

Definition 2. XGC is said to belong to the approximate spectrum,

sp„(r), of T if there exists a continuous seminorm p on E and a net

ixa) in E such that pixa) ^ 1 for all a and such that for each continu-

ous seminorm q on E, q((XI—T)xa)-*0.

It is clear that XGspo(Z) if and only if there is a neighborhood U of

0 in £ and a net ixa) C-E~ U such that (XI— T)xa-^0 in E.

From the above definition, it is not hard to prove the following.

Lemma 4. (a) sPo(r)Csp(r); (b) spP(T)Cspa(T).

Proposition 1. Let T be a spectral operator on E and let XEsp(T).

Then (a) if P({X}) = 0 then \Espc(T) (b) if P({X})^0 and T is of
finite type then ~XEspp(T).

Proof, (a) The operator (XI— T) is a spectral operator on E whose

spectral measure Q(-) is defined by Q(a)=P(X—<r), so that (?({o})

= P({X})=0. Hence by Theorem 1, ((XI -T)E)~ = E. Also, by Corol-

lary 2, (XI—T) is injective. Since XGp(Z"), it follows that XGspc(P).

(b) LetO^*GP({X})£sothat* = P({X})x. We have,

Sx = j udiPiu)x) = J ud(P(u)P({x})x) = j ud(P(u D {\})x)

= XP({x})P({x})x = Xx.

Since T is of finite type, there is a positive integer n such that

N»x = 0 and Nn~lx^0. Therefore, TN"'1x= (S+N)N"-1x = \Nn~1x.

Thus\Espp(T).

Corollary 3. The residual spectrum of a spectral operator of finite

type and, in particular, of a scalar operator is empty.

Proposition 2. Let E be complete and letKE^p^T). Then R(XI— T)
is closed in E.

Proof. Let (y„)«ec be a net in R(XI—T) and let ya—*y in E. To

prove the proposition we have to show that yER(XI— T).

There exist elements za in E such that (XI— T)za = ya, for all aED-

We assert that (za) is a Cauchy net in E. Suppose this is not true so

that there exists a neighborhood U of 0 in E, such that for each aED

there exist a'^a and a"^a in D such that (za>— za")EU. Consider

the net (za. — za>>)a^D. We have,

(XI — T)(za. — za>.) = ya. — ya:.
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We shall show that (ya> —ya")aeD—*0. Let V be any neighborhood

of 0 in E. Let W be a circled neighborhood of 0 in £ such that

W+WEV. Since ya-^>y there is an avED such that (ya—y)EW for

all a^ar. Let $^av be arbitrary in D. Since /3'^/3 and B"^& it fol-

lows thatfi'^av and 8"7±ar. Hence (y^ — y)E W and (yg"—y)EW

so that yfs>—yfi"EW+WEV, for all B^av. This implies that

(y«'—ya")aeD—*0 in -E. Thus, we have proved that (XI— T)(za- — za»)

—>0 while (za>— za»)r\U= 0. Therefore, by the definition of sp„(P),

XEsp0(P) which is a contradiction. Hence, (za) is a Cauchy net and

since E is complete there is a zEE such that za-^z; so that

ya = (X/ - PK —> (M - T)z.

Since ya—>y, and since E is separated, it follows that (XI—T)z = y.

Thus, yERQ^I— T). This proves the proposition.

Corollary 4. Let E be complete. Then spc(T) Cspa(P).

Proof. Let XEspc(P) so that XI—T is injective and R(XI—T) is

dense in E. If XEsPa(P) then by the above proposition R(XI—T) is

closed in E and hence R(XI—T)=E. By the closed graph theorem

XEp(T), which is a contradiction. Hence, XEsp0(P).

Theorem 2. Let E be complete and let T be a spectral operator of

finite type on E. Then sp(T) =spa(T).

Proof. By Corollary 3, spr(P) = 0. Hence we have,

spa(P) C sp(P) = spp(T) \J spc(T)

C sp0(P) \J spa(T)

= sp0(P).

This implies that sp(P) =spa(P).

Foguel [2] proved that if T is a spectral operator on a Banach

space then sp(P)=sp0(P). We give a simple example to show that

this is not necessarily true even on a Frechet space.

Example. Consider the space E of all sequences (x„)"_x where all

the x's are complex numbers. We define a countable family pi, i

= 1,2, • • • , of seminorms on E by

pi(x)  = SUp I Xjfc I ,

where x= (x„). This family defines a separated, locally convex topol-

ogy t on E and (E, t) is a Frechet space.

Let I be the identity operator on E and let an operator N on E be

defined by
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Nx = (0, Xi, Xi, • • • ).

Then N isa quasi-nilpotent operator on E. Since J is a scalar operator

T=I+N is a spectral operator on E. Now lEsp(/)=sp(P). We

assert that l$sp«(r). For, if lEspa(P) then there is a sequence (x*)

in E such that there is a neighborhood U of 0 in E such that xkEU for

all k and such that (1/— T)xh= —Nxh—>0. This is not possible. Hence

sp(T)^spa(T).
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